Corona News 01/18/2021 Vaccination masks insults
95 million infections worldwide Germany reached 2,050,000 with 46,781 deaths
Infection rates: USA 24 million, India 10.6 million, Brazil 8.5 million, Russia 3.5 million EU: France 3
million, Spain 2.2 million, Italy 2.4 million England 3.4 million 2 million deaths worldwide. Turkey
over 2 million Argentina Colombia Mexico Poland Iran Ukraine South Africa Peru over 1 million.
Numbers copyright: Johns Hopkins University & Medicine Coronavirus Resource Center

Today without RKI numbers, because they are not correct anyway. What can we expect next week? As
some of you have probably already heard, there will be another virtual meeting between Ms. Merkel
and the Prime Minister next week Tuesday because of the corona situation. Much speculation is again
preceded the meeting, it is expected that the lockdown will be extended beyond January 31, 2021.
Another message makes me rather annoyed: Local public transport should be restricted or stopped for
a certain time. Personally, I don't believe in it because then the supply of the population will be in
danger, and not only that. Let's wait until Tuesday to see what really comes.
What is in store for us is definitely a shortage of vaccines. All speculations by Spahn and his great model
calculations are currently tipping, because Biontech has announced that it will not be able to deliver
vaccine as originally announced, there will be bottlenecks and delays. We will soon know how specific
these are. Meanwhile, there is worrying news around vaccination. In Germany 10 people are said to
have died more or less shortly after the vaccination. The Paul Ehrlich Institute is investigating the cases
in order to rule out a possible connection with the vaccine.
Other experts speak of coincidence and that the people died of their underlying diseases. Oh no,
nobody knows exactly about the vaccine, but everyone knows beforehand that it has nothing to do
with the vaccination. And I could bet now that nothing will come of it. Let me give you an example of
how I think things will be settled: If a person has high blood pressure and then accidentally receives
drugs that drastically increase the blood pressure and this person then ultimately dies from a stroke, I
have 2 possible causes of death, which the doctor says may indicate: stroke or medication. What I'm
just wondering about: If the vaccine is as harmless as the so-called experts claim, why are the 10 people
examined at all, so as not to find any connections?
Strangely, 23 people died after vaccination in Norway, too, so Servus TV reported in the news at 7:20
p.m. the day before yesterday. In 13 cases, the possible connections to the injected vaccine are
allegedly condensed. Who in both countries only believes in coincidences? And while we're already at
the vaccination: some things in Germany don't seem to be quite normal when it comes to vaccine
distribution: 3 weeks after the start, an average of 1.5% of the population are vaccinated, other
countries can somehow better. But whatever. Mr Maas would rather speak up now and talk about the
vaccinated people should be given more rights, because they would at least not block any ventilators.
And with that, a central reason for the restrictions on fundamental rights is no longer applicable. Great,
Mr. Maas, unfortunately he has no idea about medicine, no more than any other citizen, because he
has no previous training in this area to be read. How does he then know when and how the vaccinations
will work? If he's that smart, would he have heard from experts that protection might only last 3-6
months, and then what? Every vaccinated person may need a ventilator again like every other corona
patient. And if he were to deal more intensively with the corona issue, he would know that there are
now mutations that infect more quickly and possibly slow down the vaccine. Because even Biontech is
not yet sure whether the vaccine will work. But Mr. Maas knows. He thinks. He claims.

Have you also received these vouchers from the federal government in the last few days? Then I would redeem the first
one quickly before the FFP2 is compulsory and there are no more masks.

Apopro Ministry of Health. You still remember: About half a year ago the topic suddenly came up that
the Ministry of Health had been notified of so many possible deliveries due to your open house order
for masks that the goods were partly not accepted and partly not paid for due to alleged defects etc.
Some suppliers are now fed up with the Ministry of Health and go public with inside information to
expose the machinations. They look like this, for example: An entrepreneur reports on exactly this
order, to which he reported with a delivery quantity of 1 million masks. These were then ordered in
China with an EK of 1.20 euros net, according to the contract 4.50 net should be paid by the Ministry
of Health. His words: I've never made a million euros faster with half an hour of work. You can't blame
the man at all if the Ministry of Health treats citizens' money so wastefully. Another dealer shows her
stock of masks: They were also ordered for Germany on the basis of a contract, now the Ministry of
Health simply won't take them off, the masks are kept in a warehouse. The problem: they will expire
in about 6 months, then they can only be disposed of. 2 examples out of many. Various proceedings
are said to be pending where traders sue the Ministry of Health for acceptance or payment of the
goods.
Lt. Tagesspiegel September 2020 the misery so far looks like this: masks were ordered for around 6.4
billion euros, masks were delivered for around 1.7 billion euros, around half of which were paid for. In
the meantime, the Federal Audit Office has been charged with the procurement case in order to clarify
it. According to the Ministry of Health, there are around 1.2 billion masks in stock in Germany at this
point in time. Good to know. How much have been added in the meantime, I mean masks and costs,
no numbers. Maybe it's better that way.

In conclusion, I want to address a completely different topic in terms of Corona: As we all know, it is
on the stomach for some citizens and business leaders what restrictions, measures and rules are there
and which are being introduced again and again Restrict life and businesses, paralyze them, limit or
undermine basic rights, etc. This leads to a kind of resignation, indifference, optimism for the future in
some, but also to anger, rejection, frustration and hatred of the people who are supposed to be us
impose the rules. There are people who express themselves disparagingly about politicians, even make
nasty emails or Twitter entries, but how far the whole thing has escalated in the choice of words
recently, Mr. Söder had to get to know, who was obviously affected by some hate messages. He has

taken flight on this matter and read some publicly and I think and hope that all of them then found
their way to the police. I will only report on the content of the news on my website: www.coronainfo.co, otherwise this report would be censored and blocked here. It is worth reading this. The next
report will be made on Tuesday evening in case there are new corona measures on the part of the
states and the federal government.
Here is the additional part to today's report, which is only available on this website. I think you just
have to publish it in order to understand how sick and antisocial some people have become, that was
not before 2015 in this violence. But I can anticipate one thing: by chance I saw a report on MDR
tonight, subject: Forced admission to psychiatry. The moderator: Last year around 200,000 people in
Germany were admitted to psychiatry against their will. Note from me: And here we have new
applicants for 2021, the news writers. Now to some of the messages that Mr. Söder has read out
himself: "You will not live to see tomorrow, I will shoot you, cut you into slices and throw you to the
tigers to eat". Next: “Now is the end. This megalomaniac psychopath has to be hung up on the next
tree as quickly as possible ". And another: "You smelly Jewish sow should be gassed". And a last one:
“Söder, you disgusting Merkel bootlicker, I only feel contempt and hatred for you. I hope you will not
escape your just punishment. "I have not given one of the worst examples here. Thanks, that's enough.

